
CODING INSTRUCTIONS

INDIVIDUAL CONTRACT REPORT FOR CONTRACTS EXCEEDING $182,000
FOR THE PURCHASE OF SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

(Nonappropriated Funds)
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Enter the appropriate code from the Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 95.
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Do NOT include any dashes or blank spaces which may appear in the contract number.  For example, a
contract number N00023-80-C1234 should be entered as N0002380C1234.
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Enter the number used by the contracting office when reporting modifications to contracts or agency
orders.
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����180%(5�����3RV�� Enter the unique number assigned to identify orders, calls, and serial orders placed against indefinite
delivery contracts, or basic ordering agreements.
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Enter the effective date a mutually binding agreement was reached, NOT the date the report is being
made.  Use digits to indicate the year and month (e.g., 200012 for December 2000).
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����RI�GROODUV�����3RV�� DO NOT use any commas or other punctuation marks in the dollar amount entered.  The value must
contain 8 digits.  For example, an award of $950,725 should be entered as 00000951.
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Enter a "1" if the action obligated dollars; enter a "2" if the action deobligated dollars (e.g., termination).
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Enter the appropriate code from the FPDS Product and Service Codes Manual, Section 1, Part C,
Supplies and Equipment.  If the contract is for multiple items, enter the code that represents the largest
dollar value.
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���35()(5(1&(�$&7,21����3RV�� Determine whether the procurement involved the use of any preference program(s), and enter the
appropriate code from the following list:

CODE PREFERENCE ACTION
1. Small Business (SB) set-aside
2. Reserved
3. Reserved
4. 8(a) Contract Award
5. Other preference
6. No preference
7. Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB) set-aside
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����72�$:$5'����3RV�� Enter a "1" if the procurement was synopsized prior to award.  Enter a "2" if the procurement was not
synopsized prior to award due to an unusual or compelling emergency in which the Government would
be seriously injured by the delay in obtaining required product(s).  Enter a "3" if the procurement was not
synopsized prior to award for any other reason.
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���3RV�� If the product is manufactured in a foreign country, enter the code from FIPS 10 of the country man-
ufacturing the product.  If the product is manufactured in the U.S.A., District of Columbia, or US outlying
areas, enter US.
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